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rating awarded album throughout 2020.MORE GENRES: Pitchfork content Pitchfork is the most reliable sound in the world, with extensive daily coverage of indie rock, hip-hop, electronics, pop, metal and experimental music. The following list, sorted alphabetically, contains an additional 14 LPs, which pitchfork did not make this list as well as rock albums found at the main year-
end count but are also worthy of time. Listen to the selections from this list on our Spotify playlist and Apple Music playlist. See Pitchfork's full wrapping broadcast in 2019 here. (All versions included here are independently selected by our editors. However, when you buy something through our retail connections, Pitchfork can earn a partnership commission.) With each recording,
Angel Olsen's music gets darker and darker, spreading his leathery wings in All Mirrors and almost splitting them in the sky. The most dramatic release yet, All Mirrors Andrew Lloyd Webber-sized gestures telegraph us: olsen's voice rises to an octave of Lark, echoes like a ball aiming at a castle of accompanying drums, and mimics the debris flowing around glissandos of diving
bombing from the orchestra. On the album's ink high school, Olsen runs a completely new, gothic corner of his recording collection: Cure's Disintegration, Cocteau Twins' Heaven or Las Vegas, Siouxsie and Banshees. Even the most gauziest, however, Olsen music still thrums with anxiety; His version of dream-pop is agitated by existential terror, which as too easy and what it
sweats spiny fire on the surface of What It Is. -Jayson GreeneListen / Buy: Rough Trade | Apple Music | When the TidalBy Big Thief u.F.O.F. was released this past May, they may have thought they deserved some time: this was his third album in four years. But five months later came Two Hands, as much exorc d'im an exorc d'ornning as its predecessor. Waves through these
songs like a vein of violence quartz-Rock and Sing can be a child's funnne about lost souls, a stimation of great evil toy. Warmed by buzzing amps and the presence of four corpses when pressed close, the album effortlessly danced small details like unspools-street counterpoints like a campfire session, offhand vocal harmonies, shadows over the tree line. At a time when he feels
that no piece of place is immune from flooding or fire, Two Hands circles and creates a shelter there. –Philip SherburneListen / Buy: Rough Trade | Apple Music | TidalLike white light with a prism of color, ordinary words and phrases to reveal a series of broken-wrinkled hands, silver hair, clear water-take What the Great Thief means when told by Adrianne Lenker. U.F.O.F, the first
of the band's two star albums released this year, sounds exploring and clever at the same time, as if both are seeing the world with fresh curiosity as they explain the world as always. In hunky folky rock songs like Jenni and Betsy, Lenker's winding voice bends in an intense weave of ivy-like guitars and fragile drums, moving with a sonic anchor mission as the rhythm revolves
around him. The lyrics are eliptic but striking, so successful that they are sometimes successful at filling you with an old craving that feels like you're discovering a completely new language. –Vrinda JagotaListen/Buy: Rough Trade | Apple Music | TidalKatherine Paul, aka Portland's Black Belt Eagle Scout, creates delicate soft focus rock music. His second album, At the Party With
My Brown Friends, offers a calm look in his own world - or at least a calm voice. In a glorious vocal melody deflating, the opening piece Party also celebrates the power inherent in Indigenous peoples while mourning the marginalization that still does so. You're Me and I'm You contributes to her mother's open heart and Alaska native heritage, intimate emotions with her close mic
vocals and brushed drums. Not every song on the album is as obvious as his intentions—it provides a dreamy sense of stillness throughout Paul's half-finished thoughts—but it's all deeply palpable. -Eric Torres Ah, fuck, shit, ahhhhh, Fiona Apple is whimsing, flubbing a line amid hypnotic junk drawer clatter On I Go, and perhaps here, the last song with just 70 seconds, her first
new album in eight years to finally go to perfection. Apple is an extremely beloved figure, and an avatar for turning itself into quarantine unrest into wild transcency, and Bolt Cutters, in only the fifth full-length in its almost 25-year career, was already tied to triggering critical enthusiasm that inspired at least one piece of thought about deep alienation not to love. But the recording, all
the chaotic focus and wild precision, still has an unexpected response: It inspired the first real-time Pitchfork 10.0 review in almost a decade. Fetch the Bolt Cutters is very vocal, wrote contributing editor Jenn Pelly on the album's April 15 release day, dismantling patriarchal ideas: professionalism, smoothness, competition, excellence aesthetic standards, tools of capitalism, are
used to distort our senses. Pitchfork, the most vital and polarizing rock critic of his era publication, itself stretches to the mid-90s and has mutated at least a solid half-dozen times, broadcasting the one-man online zine multimillion-dollar Condé Nast, the standard-bearer from the divider, shifting from minnesota Chicago to existing NYC offices at a World Trade Center. But this 10.0
scale-which carries all the historical weight at the end of the high Stars in Rolling Stone, or five microphones in The Source, remain one of the site's signatures with its insane and theoretically sensitive approach to decimal places, so much so that an ocean of emotion separates 8.1 from 8.9. To earn a nail-unquote perfect 10.0 in its first release, the latest album Kanye West's My
Beautiful Dark Twisted Fantasy has the ability to create several artists, even willing to try, that were reviewed by longtime features editor Ryan Dombal in 2010 and praised as an extreme explosion of surreal pop. The nearly 10-year drought that follows gives an instant idea on this occasion, and how bizarre and upt life-enchanting this pantheon-now connects To Radiohead, Wilco,
the Apple that loves ... And you were Dead Trail, Will Oldham, and a few luminaries from the late-'90s Minneapolis rock scene Who Would Know Us. I have spoken to various authors of Pitchfork 10.0 reviews throughout the site's history, in part to watch how their deeply personal feelings help fuel the site's ever-volatile public canon. In the mid-2000s, Pelly tried to use Apple's
famous statement that this world is as a high school yearly quote, settling down for Go with yourself from the same famous MTV VMAs speech. According to him, two previous Apple records, 1999's Time Pawn ... and 2012's Idler Wheel ..., there are also 10.0s. As always, Pitchfork made a Bring call to Bolt Cutters score, which his editors only learned about a few hours before he
ran the review. But I wrote the thought, 'It's a 10,' he says now, and tried to make the case for it while I was writing. Because this rating scale, while clearly subjective and objectively stupid, still matters. Sometimes people think the scores go up and down, because, 'Oh, there was a really good rhythm on this track' or 'This lyric earned him another tenth of a point,' pelly says in a
conversation on the phone in late April, and really smash it in such a fragmentary way. But I think there's something to be said for something bigger than that. The site regularly handles major reissues and returns every week for a classic album with the Sunday Reviews feature, and so now completely, most of them have doled out more than 50 records in retrospect to $10.0.
(Shout-out for late April's Talking Heads Day.) But real-time 10.0 still characterizes the rock-critic as a whole as a seismic event for the universe. Puja Patel, Pitchfork's editor-in-chief since 2018, says it's not every decade. (Patel and I are friends and former colleagues in various other publications.) I think it's important if we over-use it, of course. But I think it's a challenge for us to
find the perfect music. I think we need to use the upper end of the scale, the lower end of the scale more often than we have. This The transition from West to Apple is filled with symbolism alone, and the classic idea of perfection, I can prove Blame Game like anyone who has recently slogged with chris rock bit that doesn't end on deep cut, does not easily apply to My Beautiful
Dark Twisted Fantasy, either. But it only ties that record, in a tighter, indnering spirit, to bring bolt cutters. Patel, there are a lot of flaws in the album, so it sounds very authentic and that's what we want from Fiona. Says. What we want from him is cheeky ingering and very intimate, confession-style lyrics, and what we want from Kanye is nonsense. We care about his ego, and if that
doesn't exist, then it's not interesting. I mean, I wouldn't say the idea of using the word perfect is for us. It's perfect for him. So bring bolt cutters can be described as a dazzling evolutionary leap for both Apple and its website once again generously praising it. This is the first real-time 10.0 for a female artist, and the first such review was written by a woman. Pelly, in high school,
fiona says if you'd ask me if Apple was a genius, I'd definitely say yes. And if, in 2005, Pitchfork's employees were told by Fiona Apple an open genius, telling the world about the young girl's pain, I don't know if they would have accepted it. I'm happy to join the culture at a time when people understand that Fiona Apple is a genius. And his genius friends, presumably, are happy to
finally have a friend. Pitchfork founder Ryan Schreiber now explains to me the scale of 10.0: I like that he feels something scientific without real science. This kind of nonsense was very funny to me. Schreiber, who left Pitchfork at the beginning of 2019, three years after selling it to Condé Nast, started the site as a teenager in Minneapolis in the mid-90s, but first named it
Turntable and used an even more byzantine scale of scrutiny. In an email, he writes, there were ratings from day one, but they started in percentage, instead of 6.7 percent, the score will be 67 percent. Says. A year later, he realized that this metric was too abstract to be very useful. But by then his novice broadcast had already doled out the top two, uh, 100-12 per cent Rods's
Gay? And Walt Mink's El Producto, both in 1996, did well with local rock bands that were both noisy and ambitious. Schreiber, Walt Mink and 12 Rods were probably two of the best bands in Minneapolis, and it was the coolest thing in the world for me to see these normal kids in my town put out records I liked, play them in packed rooms and play on college radio, says Schreiber. I
was really impressed by the idea that there was a sub-culture in music for misfits, and these guys made it feel real because it was happening right around my corner. Which gave me a push to scrape my own space? Like most Early posts from Schreiber and others-including 10.0 reviews for Flaming Lips' Soft Bulletin and Amon Tobin's Bricolage love -these reviews have been
cleared from the official site since, although they live through the Wayback Machine, and reflect the site's initial identity more than a labor-of-god institution. Schreiber's El Producto review begins: On one of the best albums I've ever heard, I stumbled quite pensively. Schreiber said now that many zines from those years read-reviews like pitchfork early in a paragraph long,
interviews had directionless conversations, no one took anything seriously, Schreiber says now. It was completely effortless, and that was part of what made it so much fun. I was writing for a hyper-niche audience on a platform that no one underes yet. It wasn't even a thought that these things would be read a lot. I wouldn't say the idea of using the word perfect is for us. It's perfect
for him. —Puja Patel Though, there are several kids into El Producto in early Pitchfork, and there are also several El Producto fans into Pitchfork, including a college-radio music director named Brent DiCrescenzo. So yes, Minnesota had only one kid, and he did an interview with the Wrens, and he had a 10.0 review of Walt Mink, which he now remembers me. This guy fits my
profile completely, he fits my vibration. Said. By 2000, DiCrescenzo, one of Pitchfork's most important writers, had moved from Atlanta to join Schreiber in Chicago and found himself painstakingly downloading over Limewire or Napster, or whatever, which was every part of Radiohead's Kid A. And then sat down in a futon and still very likely pitchfork's only most famous review, a
10.0 rave (it's like comparing an aquarium of blue construction paper to compare with other albums) credited with the ever-changing rock critique that wrote in March that they had their Billboard 20 anniversary retrospective. In particular, in Billboard's opinion, the historical awe of the moment managed to capture the most flamboyantly serious, absurdly exuberant and border-
bound hexir bit ever to be broadcast on a legitimate music broadcast. Indeed, this was not the scoring system that found the revolutionary very diCrescenzo gleefully absurd about the Kid A review: the nuance between 7.4 and 7.5 was obviously obvious-it's just a joke, it's stupid. There was no particular praise for Radiohead either: starting with 1997's OK Computer— pitchfork 10.0
archived from Schreiber — worshipping the band was international entertainment until then. But the intensity of DiCrescenzo's writing is as close to the greatest enthusiasm of being a busy young person communicating with Radiohead as anyone has. DiCrescenzo tells someone that when you read my comment, when I listened to it, I wanted to make the recording feel the way
they made me feel. Weigel's on Broadcasting. And from the point of view of a started reader, the experiences and emotions attached to listening to Kid A are like witnessing the stillbirth of a child while having the opportunity to watch his play in the afterafter at the same time in Imax, a line still holding back because of how bizarre he is to be even 20 years later. Wilco's Yankee
Hotel Foxtrot, officially released in April 2002 after an infamous deluge of music industry nonsense, was another example of a critically admired group leaving legendary recordings instantly. And Pitchfork 10.0 greeted him, written by Brent S. Sirota, who likewise rose significantly on the occasion. And as everyone knows who has seen the crowd of Wilco shows, Sirota wrote, you
will find a home in these hippies collections, frat male, acid-eating prep school, and indiocracy record store apparatus. No one is too good for this album; It's better than all of us. Sirota, who is now a history professor at NC State, was not something we had to sell, approve or give a big platform. Says. But we said, 'Yes, these are great stories, and there's some kind of mythology to
it. But in the meantime, that's a great record. At this point in Pitchfork's history, a 10.0 place yet a lot of internal debate was not a sacred historical mile mark. (I don't remember if it was email-maybe Instant Messenger, which was Jesus Christ, Sirota says with a laugh, reminding him of his conversations with Schreiber at the time. I probably just said, 'I'll give you a 10.0,' and he
probably said, 'That's good.') But the rise of Pitchfork as a period-cultural force, a hypothetical indie-rock kingmaker, host of the annual three-day Chicago music festival, and the center of the great rock critic universe - was coming soon. DiCrescenzo, I wanted to make someone feel how the recording would make me feel when you read my review, when I listened to it. —Brent
DiCrescenzo We were definitely trying to entertain people, we wanted to be funny and we wanted to be a bit disrespectful, says DiCrescenzo. Because everything else was the establishment. There was spin, and I loved it. But we were just nobodies trying to be something in a beginner format. And because of that, it became much more snottier. And as it grew, as it grew, it
became an organization. And soon even objective idiots will be loaded with 10.0 scale importance, and something like a lot of consequences. I saw them trashing everything and playing a show at the Knitting Factory that shouted at us, Matt LeMay, a teenager in New York in the early 2000s, now tells of a formative experience with the Garage-Rock Band in Austin ... And
recognize us by the leave of the dead. And for someone who wrote for Pitchfork at the time, I knew very little about the history of rock music. And to me, it's I felt very cool and exciting and dangerous to whatever extent. For the record, neither DiCrescenzo nor Sirota regretted their 10.0 reviews after 20 years or so, nor did Pelly reconsider his feelings bring bolt cutters a few weeks
later to reflect. (My love for him has only grown, he says. I still feel quite, at best overwhelmed.) As for Schreiber, the only thing I can change is that there are no more of them. Says. We've taken into account the ratings of a lot of albums over the years, and I think we'd be on the right side of history with most of them. But LeMay, now a writer and tech world consultant, first on trail
of dead and the band's and cacoonic 2002 big label, Resource Tags &amp; Codes, which has a more complicated relationship with the 10.0 review to get, which will take you, to dismember, piece together, lick your wounds clean, and send them back to the world with a simultaneous sense of loss and hope then. And you'll never, ever be the same. We were definitely trying to
entertain people, we wanted to be funny and we wanted to be a bit disrespectful. Because everything was the establishment. Brent DiCrescenzo This last part is the right one. LeMay now, if you look at 10.0 as a personal assessment of quality at the moment, yes, then I gave it the score I felt it deserved. Says. If you look at this as a sign of the cultural importance that he would
expect to extend beyond the moment of evaluation, I think it's fair to say that this is not a great call. This, of course, is controversial; This discussion is the whole point of assigning albumrastgele numbers in the first place, both in the heat of the time and in retrospect. (Full disclosure: In 2002, I have a speed ticket that swings out very hard for Resource Tags &amp; Codes on an
Ohio freeway. There must be Days of How Close, How Far Away or Wild You Are. I basically regret nothing.) However, the Source Tags &amp; Codes review was one of the stunning milestones in the site's impact. Trail of Dead had turned the notoriety of its instrument-distributing live shows and the underground success of their Merge Records album Madonna in 1999 into a
deal with Interscope, still a troubling leap for a young rock band in the early 2000s. No publication really discovers any artist, but with much less Radiohead-type extravagance for Pitchfork it was a great deal to greet a band founded more than Radiohead, like the Dead Trail themselves, with their string episodes and interludes and daring bombast, reaching for Radiohead-type
significance. In 2003, LeMay wrote a 0.0 condemnation of Liz Phair's self-titled pivot toward mainstream pop, a famous criticism that she later dismissed as condescending and condescending in a thoughtful 2019 Twitter headline. (Pitchfork's most brutal and career-wrecking assessments create its own separate, terrifying pantheon.) Then, among critics, Phair Trail of Dead and all
other artists of their importance were ruthlessly drawn and replotted on this tense spectrum: indie vs big, rock vs pop, good ambition etc bad ambition. LeMay, since it was February 2002, I was a senior in high school, so no one should have taken anything I said seriously, at least not myself. Says. But if you look at my most infamous reviews, which were 10.0 and ran the following
year 0.0, I think I'm really talking about this pre-poptimism moment where there was a culture war of kind between indie rock aesthetically and I think it's pop music as something vaguely connected to the fact that it's hard to even describe the bad lowbrow force-this moment, how different this moment is. Another life-giving question is 10.0 Pitchfork review, at any time, what it means
for the lucky artist concerned. So, in 2002, it was still the kind of fringe website, says dead member Jason Reece of the founder Trail, chatting on the phone in the middle of home-school to quarantine himself, touring for the band's 2020 album X: Godless Void and Other Stories since it was long postponed. 10 years ago 10 or whatever, in 2010, yes, it definitely greatly affects the
group. But we stood up too soon for Pitchfork's influence. In the early 2000s, then, a rave from the site was more than a curiosity, though a compliment. Reece, a lot of music was definitely there. So my view was usually more like,-she vacationed into a deadpan—'Well, it's cool. Thank you very much, Pitchfork.' A few years later, the site was much less comically uninsured when
the band's next album, Worlds Apart, was meet with a condescending and frustrated critique that could recite reece, whose full score was 4.0, so as not to be asked from memory. Pitchfork, worlds Apart is out and completely dogged in 2005 I don't think it's in a big or influential place like maybe it was, I don't think, he says. And then, it had more of an impression, because it ruined
everything for us in America. ... We've seen the effect. People listen to Pitchfork, yes, these guys say they suck. However, more doors have opened for us in Europe. People were more open to this album - we were traveling to more places and playing bigger shows than ever before. In Europe. In America, however, it went in the opposite direction. Reece made up with it a long
time ago, of course. I mean, he says he's trying not to care. I think that's the best way to make music, and not let you down when some albums are not perceived well. But still, if Pitchfork writes about the Trail of Dead, we hear about it all the time. If we had a 10 10 10 years ago, yes, that would definitely affect the group greatly. But we stood up too soon for Pitchfork's influence.
—Jason Reece for The Record, the site liked it. Godless Emptiness is a little. (There's a 7.8!) And for the record, Schreiber is now wondering if 10.0 for Source Tags &amp; Codes accidentally damaged the album. We just began to understand 10.0 gravity beyond what it means to us, he says. The conversation around these albums was about more points about a lot of music. This
rating can mean a lot to different people, so if the conditions aren't quite right, you may be starting the dialogue from a skeptical place or going on the record with expectations that may not be on the record. I noticed that these recordings often had a negative impact on how they were perceived by readers, and in the example of Source Tags &amp; Codes I thought maybe they
were not given the chance to get into it, because people were very uncomfortable with this statement. In 2010, there was no concern about Kanye West's My Beautiful Dark Twisted Fantasy. Doling his G.O.O.D. Friday promo strategy a week free track (for shout-out Power remix) now most likely stands as rollout the latest toned album in its history, from everyone, but in particular
the West. Pitchfork's Dombal now remembers: It's just, sort of, 'We're solving this together,' he says. He uses social media to have fun. I think there was an innocence that quickly calculated what we know now. It's hard to imagine Twitter being a fun place. The most impressive thing about Dombal's 10.0 review of the album in retrospect is that both critical analysis and pop
psychology are well held up, no matter what you think of West's various antics, sonics and whatever you think in the other decade. Over the past few months, Kanye has tried to flush his rep as a bruve egotist in intermittent interviews and on Twitter, fortunately, it is impossible, he added shortly after, in his public life, he exhibits vulnerability and invincibleness in equal extent, but
he is so prone to bad-manhood-especially here. The result commends kanye west of the moment who did not attempt to predict or sanction anything Kanye West could do at the next moment. And that was Pitchfork's first real-time 10.0. As Trail of Dead's Reece points out, the site's influence exploded as it continued in the 2000s, and the records and artists it defended, from
broken social scene to Arcade Fire, Arcade Fire to Animal Collective, were often drawn along this ambitious Indie Rock axis. But the favorite albums of all these bands stopped somewhere in the 9.0 range, and at the dawn of the 2010s, rap and/or R&amp;B and/or pop stars began sucking as much as West Beyoncé's Kendrick Lamar Frank Ocean. By the way, this hesitation for
another excellent scoring dole grows only over time. As Pitchfork grows, as with everything else, once you grow up, it's a little scarier. Big swings, because you feel like you have more to lose, don't you? Dombal says. But by 2010, there are a lot more people reading the site. I think you're a little shy. Then once you let this time flow without pulling 10, it just takes the mental to make
it a little harder. But there is also a danger in this stillness: We always strive to use more of the scale, right up to the points system. Because if you don't, if everything's around the same score, it kind of loses its meaning. Released in October, the site's list of the top 200 Albums of the 2010s thus consists of My Beautiful Dark Twisted Fantasy (no. 2) and 199 other recordings in
many cases that almost, but quite, 10.0 rights, including Lana Del Rey's 2019 phenomenon Norman Fucking Rockwell!, Pelly has a 9.4 review written by him. There is no science that costs LDR six-tenths of a point, nor has it ever happened. But there is still an acute awareness of the pantheon, and what Fiona means to enter Apple. We had existential Pitchfork talk, Patel
explains, where it was like, 'Let's take a look at everything that has been earned in a 10. What does it mean for Pitchfork to make it 10? What does it mean for the future of our lists? When we make the Best Albums of the 2020s, do we feel like this is going to age well? We're going to care about that in a year? What does that mean for his discography? Do I think this is his greatest
album ever? So, a lot of contextualization is against itself. This sounds exhausting, but worth it, especially since the result 10.0 stood historically as the club's dudeliness was a punctured. (I think it's very easy, naturally it would pierce dudeliness, says Patel, if you were to keep an open mind.) This is critically useful, and perhaps fun, if you are so inclined, how fetch bolt cutters
muse as it will hold up a year or a decade. But it's enough to know that Fiona Apple, for many, is the perfect artist for this wrong period of 2020 and deserves it regardless of your views on brilliance, and that more noisy discussions about the past are left to the future for now. Next.
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